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One-photon and two-photon wave packets of entangled two-photon states in spontaneous parametric downcon-
version (SPDC) fields are calculated and measured experimentally. For type II SPDC, measured one-photon
and two-photon wave packets agree well with theory. For type I SPDC, the measured one-photon wave packet
agrees with the theory. However, the two-photon wave packet is much bigger than the expected value, and
the visibility of interference is low. We identify the sources of this discrepancy as the spatial filtering of the
two-photon bandwidth and nonpair detection events caused by the detector apertures and the tuning-curve
characteristics of the type I SPDC. © 2003 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The two-photon state generated through spontaneous
parametric downconversion (SPDC) is one of the best-
known examples of two-particle entangled states. The
SPDC process can be briefly explained as a spontaneous
splitting or decay of a pump photon into a pair of daugh-
ter photons (typically called signal and idler photons) in a
nonlinear optical crystal.1 This spontaneous decay or
splitting occurs only when energies and momentum of the
interacting photons satisfy the conservation condition,
which is known as the phase-matching condition. Signal
and idler photons have the same polarization in type I
phase matching and have orthogonal polarization in type
II phase matching.

If the phase matching is perfect, assuming a monochro-
matic plane-wave pump, it is not hard to see that the
state of SPDC should be written as
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where v j , kj ( j 5 s, i, p) are the frequency and the wave
vectors of the signal, idler, and the pump, respectively,
and as

†(v(ks)) is the creation operator for the signal pho-
ton. The d functions in state (1) ensure that the signal
and the idler photons satisfy the phase-matching condi-
tion; i.e., there is only one energy or wave vector for the
idler photon corresponding to a given energy or wave vec-
tor for the signal photon. In other words, the signal–
idler photon pair is perfectly entangled in energy and mo-
mentum. Such a perfectly entangled two-photon state
(in energy and momentum) naturally has an infinite two-
photon coherence time.

In reality, such a strict one-to-one correspondence does
not happen because perfect phase matching can never oc-
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cur, most notably, due to pump-beam divergence, limited
pump-beam size, and limited thickness of the nonlinear
crystal.2,3 Therefore the above delta functions should be
replaced by two-photon spectral functions that are
sharply peaked around vs 5 vp 2 v i and ks 5 kp 2 ki
and have some bandwidths. This means that, given an
energy or momentum of the signal photon, there are some
ranges of energies and momenta available for the idler
photon: The entanglement between the photon pair is
less than perfect. As a result, the two-photon state of
SPDC has finite coherence time, and the shape of the cor-
relation function is determined by the two-photon spec-
tral functions, which depend on the types of phase match-
ing. (Note that monochromatic pumping condition is
assumed in this paper.) We may then define the one-
photon and the two-photon wave packets of the SPDC as
the envelope of the first-order interference observed in the
single-detector count rate and the envelope of the second-
order interference observed in the coincidence count be-
tween two detectors, respectively.

In this paper, we present theoretical calculation and
experimental measurements of the one-photon and the
two-photon wave packets of SPDC for both type I and
type II phase-matching conditions. First, in Section 2,
we calculate the first-order (G (1)(t)) and the second-order
(G (2)(t)) correlation functions for the quantum state of
SPDC. We then calculate, in Section 3, (i) the one-photon
wave packet, which is the envelope of first-order interfer-
ence fringe due to a Michelson interferometer, and (ii) the
two-photon wave packet, which is the envelope of second-
order interference due to a Shih-Alley/Hong-Ou-Mandel
interferometer using the SPDC state as the input.4–10 It
is found that the two-photon wave packet measured this
way is not related to the second-order correlation function
G (2)(t) of the state but related to the first-order correla-
tion function (G (1)(t)) of the state.11 These predictions
are experimentally tested in Section 4 using type II and
2003 Optical Society of America
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type I SPDC. It turns out that the experimental results
for the type I SPDC case do not quite agree with the pre-
dictions in a realistic experimental setup. Possible rea-
sons for such deviations are discussed.

2. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF SPDC
The quantum state of SPDC can be calculated using first-
order perturbation theory,3
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dtHu0&.

H is the interaction Hamiltonian, which takes the form

H 5 e0x~2 !E
V
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where Ep
(1) is the pump laser field that is considered

monochromatic (cw) and classical. Assuming that it is
propagating in the z direction and has frequency Vp ,
Ep

(1) 5 Ep exp@i(kpz 2 Vpt)#. Ej
(2) ( j 5 s, i) is the quan-

tized field operator for the signal and the idler photons.
Assuming also that Ej

(2) is propagating in the z direction
and has central frequency v j , it can be written as Ej

(2)

5 *Vd3kEjaj
†(v j)exp@2i(kj z 2 vjt)#. The state of SPDC

can then be calculated as3
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where D 5 kp(Vp) 2 ks(vs) 2 ki(v i) and L is the thick-
ness of the nonlinear crystal. (We ignore the normaliza-
tion constant for simplicity.)

Since the condition vs 1 v i 5 Vp has to be satisfied at
all times, we can simplify the above equation further by
introducing the detuning frequency n 5 vs 2 V or,
equivalently, n 5 v i 1 V, where V 5 Vp/2. We there-
fore obtain
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where T(n) 5 S(n)P(n). S(n) is the joint spectral func-
tion for the signal and the idler photons that determines
the coherence properties of the state, and P(n) is the
frequency-dependent phase term. Note also that this ex-
pression clearly shows the frequency anticorrelated fea-
ture of the signal and the idler photons.

The specific forms of S(n) depend on the phase-
matching condition used in an experiment and are well
known.1,3,12 For type II SPDC,

S~n! 5 sincS nDL

2 D ,

where the group-velocity difference (in the crystal) D
5 dKi /dV i 2 dKs /dVs and L is the thickness of the non-
linear crystal. In type I SPDC, it is given as

S~n! 5 sincS n2D9L

2 D ,
where the group-velocity dispersion (in the crystal) D9
5 d2K/dV2. (Note Ki 5 Ks for type I SPDC.)

Let us now introduce the density operator, as it is con-
venient to use the reduced density operator to calculate
the first-order correlation function of the state. Since the
two-photon state (3) is a pure state, the density operator
for the two-photon state is simply given as r̂ 5 u c&^ cu.
To obtain the density operator for the signal photon, we
need to perform a partial trace of the two-photon density
operator,13
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The first-order correlation function of the state can be
calculated using the reduced density operator obtained in
Eq. (4). For stationary fields, the first-order correlation
function can be written as14
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where Es
(2)(t) 5 *0

`dvas
†(v)exp(ivt). The first-order cor-

relation function of the signal photon can then be calcu-
lated as

G ~1 !~t ! 5 E
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where v 2 V 5 n. As we can clearly see, the first-order
correlation function of the signal photon is simply a Fou-
rier transform of the power spectrum of the signal photon.

The second-order correlation function can be calculated
rather simply by using state (3),
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and v i 5 V 2 n, it is straightforward to obtain
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Note that G (1)(t) and G (2)(t) can have quite different
shapes even though they are associated with the same
S(n). For example, G (1)(t) is not affected by the intro-
duction of group-velocity dispersion between the source
and the detector, but G (2)(t) is broadened by it12 because
any dispersion introduced in Es

(2)(t) simply cancels when
calculating G (1)(t). In the case of G (2)(t), this cancella-
tion does not happen because two different fields are
involved.15

3. ONE-PHOTON AND TWO-PHOTON
WAVE PACKETS
We have so far calculated first- and second-order correla-
tion functions of the quantum state of SPDC. In this sec-
tion, we study how these correlation functions are actu-
ally linked to one-photon and two-photon wave packets in
simple interference experiments.

For one-photon wave-packet measurement, we consider
the output of a simple Michelson interferometer, in which
either the signal or the idler photons are the input. For
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the two-photon wave-packet measurement, we consider a
well-known Shih-Alley/Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer
setup, in which the signal–idler photon pair is made to in-
terfere at a beam splitter, and the coincidence counts be-
tween detectors, which are placed at the output ports of
the beam splitter, are measured.4–10

Let us first calculate the single-count rates at the out-
put port of a Michelson interferometer when the signal
photon of SPDC is the input. In this case, the single-
count rate is proportional to Rs ,

Rs 5 tr@ r̂sE ~2!~t !E ~1!~t !#, (9)

where the reduced density operator for the signal photon,
r̂s , is given in Eq. (4), E (1)(t) 5 *$a(v)exp(2ivt)
1 a(v)exp@2iv(t 1 t)#%dv, and t is the delay between the
two arms of the interferometer. It is then easy to show
that

Rs 5 E
0

`
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which can be rewritten as

Rs 5
1

2
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where g (1)(t) 5 uG (1)(t)u/uG (1)(0)u. Therefore the enve-
lope of the interference fringe or the one-photon wave
packet observed at the output of the Michelson interfer-
ometer directly corresponds to the first-order correlation
function G (1)(t).

For a two-photon wave packet, we need to calculate the
coincidence count rates for a Shih-Alley/Hong-Ou-Mandel
interferometric setup.4–10 Consider the following setup:
The signal and idler photons are generated at the crystal,
propagate at different directions, reflect off at mirrors,
and are made to interfere at a beam splitter. If both pho-
tons have the same polarization, polarization of one of the
photons is rotated by 90° before reaching the beam split-
ter. The delay between the two paths is t. A detector
package that consists of a single photon detector and a po-
larization analyzer is placed at each output port of the
beam splitter, and the coincidence counts between the two
detectors are recorded (see experimental setup shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The coincidence count rate is then pro-
portional to Rc ,

Rc 5 E u^0uE2
~1!~t2!E1

~1!~t1!u c&u2dt1dt2 . (11)

The quantized electric fields E2
(1)(t2) and E1

(1)(t1) at the
detectors D1 and D2 can be written as
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where u1 and u2 are the angles of the polarization analyz-
ers placed before the detectors, t is the delay introduced
between the two arms of the interferometer, t1 and t2 are
the times at which the detectors D1 and D2 click, and the
phase factor i comes from the reflection at the beam split-
ter. To trace the envelope of the interference, u1 and u2
values should be chosen so that the maximum and mini-
mum of the interference can be observed for a certain
value of t. These values are u1 5 u2 5 45° for the inter-
ference minima and u1 5 2u2 5 45° for the interference
maxima.4–10

Fig. 1. Experiment using collinear type II SPDC. l/2 plate is
oriented at 22.5°, and l/4 plates are oriented at 45°. The polar-
izer (PBS) and l/2 plate set, shown in the inset, is inserted only
when first-order interference is measured. The shaded area
containing PBS, l/4 plates, and mirrors is equivalent to com-
monly used quartz polarization delay.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup using noncollinear type I SPDC.
l/2 plate rotates the polarization of the signal photon from hori-
zontal to vertical. FM is a flipper mirror.
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Further evaluating Eq. (11) for u1 5 u2 5 45°, we get

Rc 5 E dt1dt2E dndn8S~n!S~n8!exp@i~n 2 n8!t#

3 sin~nt2!sin~n8t2!,

' E dnuS~n!u2 2 E dnuS~n!u2 exp~2i2nt!,

5 1 2 g ~1 !~2t!,

where t2 5 t2 2 t1 , t1 5 t1 1 t2 . In approximating the
above equation, we used the fact that S(n) is an even
function and n is in optical frequency. The above equa-
tion can be rewritten as

Rc 5
1

2
$1 6 g ~1 !~2t!%, (12)

where the 2 sign is for u1 5 u2 5 45° and the 1 sign is
for u1 5 2u2 5 45°.

It is interesting to note that the two-photon wave
packet, Eq. (12), does not contain the second-order corre-
lation function G (2)(t). This result has interesting impli-
cations: (i) Rc has the same envelope as Rs except that
the Rc envelope is half of the Rs envelope; (ii) any disper-
sion element introduced in a Shih-Alley/Hong-Ou-Mandel
interferometer cannot affect the shape of the interference
envelope since g (1)(t) is not affected by group-velocity
dispersion.16

4. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe two experiments that are de-
signed to test the predictions made in Section 3. For
both type I and type II SPDC experiments, the pump la-
ser was an argon-ion laser operating at 351.1 nm. Coin-
cidence counts were measured using a time-to-amplitude
converter and multichannel analyzer set. The coinci-
dence window used for second-order interference mea-
surement was 3 ns.

Let us first describe the wave-packet measurement of
type II SPDC. The experimental setup can be seen in
Fig. 1. A 2-mm-thick type II b-barium borate (BBO)
crystal was pumped by a 351.1-nm laser beam generating
702.2-nm collinear type II SPDC photons. The residual
pump beam was removed by two pump-reflecting mirrors
(PM’s). Instead of using the usual quartz delay line for
introducing fine delay between horizontal and vertically
polarized photons,9,10 a set of polarizing beam splitters
(PBS’s), l/4 plates (oriented at 45°), and mirrors (shown
in the shaded area) was used. The inset containing a
PBS and a l/2 plate (oriented at 22.5°) was used to re-
move vertically polarized photons when measuring first-
order interference. The delay between the two arms of
the interferometer was introduced by moving mirror M1
with an encoder driver. Photons were finally detected
with detector packages that consist of a single-photon
counting module and a polarization analyzer. The dis-
tance from the BBO crystal to the detector was approxi-
mately 218 cm, and all apertures used in this experiment
were ;3 mm in diameter.

Figure 3 shows the experimental data for the type II
SPDC experiment. Figure 3(a) shows first-order interfer-
ence of the horizontally polarized photon. As discussed
above, vertically polarized photons are removed with a
PBS and a l/2 plate is used to rotate the polarization di-
rection to 45°. For this measurement, we used a 20-nm
FWHM filter to suppress the white-light interference that
occurs around t 5 010. The observed triangular one-
photon wave packet agrees well with the theoretical pre-
diction shown in Fig. 4(a).

To measure the two-photon wave packet, we first re-
moved the PBS–l/2 plate set used for first-order interfer-
ence measurement. The e-ray of the crystal (vertically
polarized photons) could then be delayed with respect to
the o-ray by moving M1. For this measurement, only uv
cut-off filters (cut-off at 550 nm) were used to suppress
any residual pump noise. Figure 3(b) shows a typical tri-
angular two-photon wave packet observed in coincidence
counts in which the dip or peak occurs when the
e-polarized photons are delayed by D 3 L/2 ' 247 fs with
respect to the o-polarized photons before reaching the
beam splitter BS.9,10 Again, the observed triangular two-
photon wave packet agrees well with the theoretical pre-
diction shown in Fig. 4(b).

As we have predicted in the previous section, the one-
photon and the two-photon wave packets have the same
shapes, and the one-photon wave packet is twice as big as

Fig. 3. Experimental data for type II SPDC. (a) First-order in-
terference. (b) Second-order interference. Solid circles are for
u1 5 u2 5 45°, and empty circles are for u1 5 2u2 5 45°, where
u1 and u2 are analyzer (A1 and A2) angles. Peak-dip visibility is
;84%. Coincidence peak or dip occurs when the e-polarized
photons are delayed by D 3 L/2 ' 247 fs with respect to the
o-polarized photons before reaching the beam splitter BS.
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Fig. 4. Calculated first- and second-order interference patterns for (a) and (b) type II SPDC and (c) and (d) type I SPDC. Only the
fringe envelopes are shown for the first-order interference Rs . It is clear that Rs and Rc have the same envelope shapes. However, the
width of the coincidence envelope is half that of first-order interference (Rs). The plots are calculated for the following parameters:
BBO crystal with 2-mm thickness, 351.1-nm pump wavelength, and 702.2-nm SPDC central wavelength. For (b), the delay is shifted by
D 3 L/2 ' 247 fs for easy comparison with (a).
the two-photon wave packet. Although here we have
used collinear type II SPDC for one-photon and two-
photon wave-packet calculation and measurements, re-
cent experimental results confirm that noncollinear type
II SPDC gives the same result for the two-photon wave-
packet measurement.17,18 Finally, we note that the
power spectrum function, in type II SPDC, includes pa-
rameters of both the signal and the idler photons (in D
5 dKi /dV i 2 dKs /dVs) even though only one of them is
actually measured.13

Let us now discuss the measurement of one-photon and
two-photon wave packets for type I SPDC. The experi-
mental setup can be seen in Fig. 2. The pump laser beam
was centered at 351.1 nm, and 702.2-nm centered SPDC
photons were generated from a 2-mm-thick type I BBO
crystal. The propagation angle of the signal–idler pho-
ton pair was ;63° with respect to the pump-beam propa-
gation direction. A l/2 plate was used to rotate the sig-
nal photon’s polarization from horizontal polarization to
vertical polarization. The signal–idler photons were
then made to interfere at a beam splitter, and the delay t1
was varied by an encoder-driver-driven trombone prism.
Detectors D1 and D2 placed at the output ports of the
beam splitter were used for second-order interference
measurement. For first-order interference measure-
ment, a flipper mirror (FM) was used to direct the idler
photon to the secondary Michelson interferometer. Inter-
ference was measured by detector D3 as a function of the
arm-length difference t2 . The crystal to the D3 distance
was ;200 cm and to D2–D1 was ;280 cm. As before, all
apertures used in this experiment were ;3 mm in diam-
eter.

For one-photon wave-packet measurement, we used
the flipper mirror (FM) to direct the idler photon to the
secondary Michelson interferometer as shown in Fig. 2.
First-order interference was observed by moving one
of the mirrors by an encoder driver, and, to reduce any
residual pump noise, a uv cutoff filter was used in front
of the detector. The experimental data for this measure-
ment can be seen in Fig. 5(a), and the envelope of first-
order interference or one-photon wave packet closely fol-
lows the predicted curve shown in Fig. 4(c). This
confirms that the power spectrum of either the signal
or the idler photon of type I SPDC is indeed given by
uS(v 2 V)u2.

For two-photon wave-packet measurement, we re-
moved the flipper mirror (FM) and let the signal–idler
photons interfere at the beam splitter. The coincidence
counts were measured as a function of both the delay t1
and the analyzer angles. We also measured the true co-
incidence counts as well as accidental coincidence counts
by integrating an additional 3-ns window that was lo-
cated ;10 ns away from the true coincidence peak in the
multichannel analyzer spectrum.

We first measured the two-photon wave packet with
3-nm FWHM spectral filters. The data for this experi-
ment can be seen in Fig. 5(b). The visibility for this mea-
surement is quite high (;87%); however, the two-photon
wave packet has quite a different shape than the one-
photon wave packet, mostly due to narrow-band filtering
of the SPDC photons by the 3-nm filters. We can roughly
estimate the contribution of the spectral filters to the
broadened coherence time by using tc ; l2/(cDl)
' 550 fs. Considering that the filters do not necessarily
have a perfect Gaussian-shape transmission curve and
they may have different FWHM values than the specified
values, this rough estimation gives a pretty good idea on
the origin of the broadened two-photon wave packet.
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Note also that the level of accidental coincidence is nearly
negligible.

The same measurement was repeated with two more
sets of spectral filters: 20-nm FWHM and 80-nm
FWHM. With 20-nm filters, see Fig. 5(c), we still observe
quite good visibility of 83%. Notice that the level of ac-
cidental contribution has risen slightly, and the two-
photon wave packet is now narrower. By using the
simple picture again, we estimate tc ; l2/(cDl)
' 82 fs. This value is quite close to the observed two-
photon wave packet shown in Fig. 5(c), which means that
we are still observing a spectrally filtered, by the spectral
filters, two-photon wave packet.

Finally, 80-nm FWHM filters were used for the same
measurement; see Fig. 5(d). We find that the raw visibil-
ity has now dropped to 32% with almost no change in the
two-photon wave packet. According to Fig. 4(d), the un-
filtered two-photon wave packet should be ;15 fs in
FWHM. Note also that the contribution of accidental co-
incidence is now significant, unlike Figs. 5(b) and 5(c).

This rather unexpected behavior of the two-photon
wave packet with broadband spectral filters can be under-
stood as follows. It is well known that type I SPDC in
general has a much bigger bandwidth than type II SPDC.
Especially for the case considered in this paper, the calcu-
lated FWHM of the type I SPDC spectrum is more than
80 nm, which is much bigger than the roughly 3-nm cal-
culated FWHM bandwidth of type II SPDC. This calcu-
lation actually agrees quite well with the observed first-
order interference shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 5(a).
Based on this observation alone, it may seem, at first,
that the bandwidth of type I SPDC is not limited at all at
the detectors. To see what really is happening, however,
it is necessary to consider the type I SPDC tuning curve,
which shows how the SPDC spectrum is distributed as
functions of propagation angles and wavelengths.

Figure 6 shows the tuning curve of the noncollinear
type I SPDC used in this experiment. The left curve
shows the angle-spectrum distribution for the signal pho-
tons, and the right curve shows the same for the idler
photons. Note that the signal and the idler photons have
the same angle-spectrum distribution, as both signal and
idler photons have the same polarization. Two vertical
bars represent the angles defined by the apertures used
in the experiment.

For one-photon wave-packet measurement, only the
signal or the idler photons are measured. It is clear from
Fig. 6 that the signal or the idler photons indeed have
quite a broad bandwidth (more than 80 nm), even if we
consider only the small angle defined by the aperture, be-
cause the slope of the tuning curve for type I SPDC is not
steep, unlike type II SPDC. For second-order interfer-
Fig. 5. Experimental data for type I SPDC experiment. (a) First-order interference. Only UV cutoff filter (cutoff at 550 nm) is used
to suppress the pump noise. The visibility is ;92%. (b), (c), and (d) show second-order interference measurements. Diamond data
points show the level of accidental coincidence. Solid data points are for u1 5 2u2 5 45°, and empty circles are for u1 5 u2 5 45°.
Spectral filters used for (b), (c), and (d) are 3-nm FWHM, 20-nm FWHM, and 80-nm FWHM, respectively.
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ence measurement, however, we need to consider signal–
idler photon-pair detections and that their frequencies
are anticorrelated, i.e., vs 5 V 1 n and v i 5 V 2 n. If
spectral filters have narrow bandwidths around 702.2 nm
(shown as two circles at 702 nm in Fig. 6), we just need to
consider the cross sections of the vertical bars and the
small area around 702.2 nm. It is then easy to see that
only frequency anticorrelated photon pairs can be de-
tected almost all the time.

As we use spectral filters with broader bandwidths, the
possibility of detecting uncorrelated photons gets bigger
and bigger, because when the filter bandwidth is big, un-
correlated photons with a large frequency difference can
result in significant accidental coincidence counts because
of the apertures used in the experiment. Let us consider
an example: The signal photon is at 662 nm, and, due to
the energy-conservation condition, the idler photon is at
748 nm (shown as two circles at 662 nm and 748 nm).
The 662-nm signal photon can be detected. However, as
we can see in Fig. 6, the 748-nm idler photon simply can-
not be detected because it lies outside the detectable area
in the tuning curve. Therefore, when broadband filters
are used, the two-photon wave packet is mainly deter-
mined by spatial filtering by apertures rather than spec-
tral filters. Also, increased nonpair detection or uncorre-
lated photon detection due to the use of broadband filters
increases greatly the level of accidental coincidence
counts, which in turn reduces the raw quantum interfer-
ence visibility.

This effect is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 5(b)–5(d).
Up to 20-nm filters, uncorrelated detection events are still
quite negligible as accidental coincidence counts do not
reduce visibility much. With 80-nm filters, which accepts
nearly full bandwidths of type I SPDC, the accidental co-
incidence contribution is huge and reduces the raw vis-
ibility significantly. Since such accidental coincidence
counts from uncorrelated events produce a flat back-
ground, they can be subtracted from the overall coinci-
dence counts (the corrected visibility increases to 86%).

Fig. 6. Tuning curve for noncollinear type I SPDC used in this
experiment. Two vertical bars located at 63° represent the
angles defined by the apertures. Left (right) curve shows the
angle–spectrum distribution of the signal (idler) photons. See
text for details.
It may be possible to remove such spectral filtering ef-
fect by removing the apertures altogether or by opening
them completely. However, this makes it nearly impos-
sible to align and use the interferometer because spatial
modes cannot be well defined and the accidental coinci-
dence will increase significantly, just as in this experi-
ment. We have indeed observed slight narrowing of a
two-photon wave packet by opening the apertures, but,
due to limited collection angles of our detection system, it
was not possible to observe a very short two-photon wave
packet predicted in Section 3. If the bandwidth of type I
SPDC is inherently narrow and the angle–wavelength
tuning curve slope is steep, for example, by using a differ-
ent nonlinear crystal or by using a different phase-
matching scheme, such an effect may nevertheless be ob-
served. For example, Burlakov et al. in Ref. 11 observed
a similar effect using collinear type I SPDC from LiO3
crystals, but the interferometric two-photon wave-packet
measurement scheme involved two nonlinear crystals in-
stead of one; i.e., the two-photon wave packet was mea-
sured by interfering two-photon amplitudes from differ-
ent crystals.

5. CONCLUSION
We have measured one-photon and two-photon wave
packets of type I and type II SPDC generated from a cw
laser pumped BBO crystal. In the case of type-II SPDC,
the measured wave packets agreed well with the theory.
Although we used collinear type II SPDC for these mea-
surements, it was observed elsewhere that noncollinear
type II SPDC gives the same result.17,18

In experiments involving type I SPDC, even though the
one-photon wave-packet measurement agreed well with
the theory, the two-photon wave packet was much bigger
than the expected value. Upon studying the tuning
curve of type I SPDC from a BBO crystal, we found that
spatial filtering limits the two-photon pair-detection
bandwidth even though one-photon bandwidth is not lim-
ited. Such spatial filtering is specific to the tuning-curve
characteristics of the nonlinear crystal and the geometry
of the experiment. It may be avoided with the use of a
nonlinear crystal that has sharp (noncollinear) angle–
wavelength tuning characteristics or with the use of the
collinear multicrystal geometry.11

In this paper, we have used a well known one-
dimensional approximation when calculating one-photon
and two-photon wave packets. This approximation
works well with both collinear and noncollinear type II
SPDC experiments with a BBO crystal. However, for
broadband noncollinear type I SPDC, it became clear that
tuning-curve characteristics of the crystal needs to be
considered seriously.

Our results imply that one should be careful using non-
collinear type I SPDC in applications in which variables
other than polarizations, such as energy and momentum,
are important. One example of such possible applica-
tions is quantum metrology; care must be taken not to
overestimate the two-photon bandwidth. Our results
also imply that generating high-purity polarization-
entangled states or Bell states using type I noncollinear
SPDC from a BBO crystal almost always relies on strong
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spectral postselection, as increased detection bandwidths
reduce the raw visibility significantly, even with a cw
pump.
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